[Transcriptome Analysis of Rabbit Spleen with Hog Cholera Lapinized Virus Infection Based on High-throughput Sequencing Technology].
In the current study, rabbit spleen was analysed at 12 h,24h,30 h,36h,and 48hpost-infection with hog cholera lapinized virus(C strain)using high-throughput sequencing. The rabbit genome was used as a reference to identify differentially expressed genes(DEGs)at different time points post-infection. The top 10 DEGs were filtered based on significance, and we searched for their biological functions through the Uniprot and NCBI databases. The former three time points have 10co-expressing genes, many of which have a relationship to immunity and inflammation. The latter two time points for the top 10 DEGs are identical, and B2 M,RLA-DR-ALPHA,CD74,and IGJ are involved in the antiviral immune response. GO functional annotation revealed that in biological processes at each time point,except for 24hpost-infection,the immune response has the most terms, followed by metabolism and regulation. According to the KEGG database, the DEGs for 24hpost-infection were enriched for the RIG-I-like receptor signaling pathway and the DEGs for 30hpost-infection were found to have a focal adhesion and ECM-receptor interaction pathway. Moreover, the DEGs for 36 hand 48hpost-infection have seven identical pathways, of which were directly or indirectly related to the antiviral response. These pathways included the proteasome, lysosome, ribosome, chemokine signaling pathways, B cell receptor signaling pathway, antigen processing, and presentation pathway, and the Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis pathway.These results provide novel insight into the gene expression in rabbit spleens post-infection with C strain, and provide a theoretical basis for further understanding of the molecular mechanisms by which rabbits adapt to infection with C strain.